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RESULTS
Study design for CapLC and nanoLC

ABSTRACT
Purpose:  A novel and streamlined high resolution MS1 based quantitation data-independent acquisition 
(HRMS1–DIA) workflow is developed aiming at proteomics large-cohort studies.

Methods: Experiments were performed on a capillary chromatographic separation with 1h gradient or 
nanoLC with 2h gradient online coupled to a high-resolution accurate mass (HRAM) mass spectrometer 
operated in an MS1-based quantitative data-independent acquisition mode.

Results: A 60-minute capillary LC- DIA MS method was developed with a flow rate of 1.2ul/min without 
compromising sensitivity along with high-throughput. The initial data demonstrate > 7000 proteins were 
reliably quantified. For a higher proteome coverage, a 120-minute DIA MS method based on the nano-LC 
separation is developed, where ~20% more proteins were quantified. In addition to the 1% FDR rate of DIA 
data analysis, a roll-up statistics strategy is applied to calculate the p-Value of each peptide, effectively 
improving quantitation precision > 90% by removing the interferences from the real quantitative signals. As 
a result, the ratios of the mixed three proteomes accurately reflect the expected values.

INTRODUCTION
A reproducible and robust global proteome profiling workflow is required to confidently determine putative 
protein marker panels. To be amenable to large-scale cohort studies, the experimental workflow must 
maximize proteome coverage, enable highly confident quantitation, and substantially increase instrument 
robustness, while balancing high-throughput sample analysis. Here, a novel and streamlined high 
resolution MS1 based quantitation data-independent acquisition (HRMS1–DIA) workflow is developed 
aiming at proteomics large-cohort studies. In this work, we illuminate the impact of each key component of 
the workflow, including the chromatographic separations, the resolution settings of the mass spectrometer, 
data accuracy, spectral library, as well as the statistical analysis, and demonstrate the label-free 
quantitation advantages of the HRMS1 – DIA workflow on a complex multi-proteome sample set.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation

200µg house-prepared human, yeast and E.coli digested peptides were fractionated into 36, 12 and 12 
fractions respectively with a high pH RP method on a Thermo ScientificTM UltiMate 3000™LC system. Each 
fraction was separated on a Thermo ScientificTM EASY-nLC™ 1200 system using a Thermo ScientificTM

EASY-SprayTM column (ES806) and analyzed with a Thermo ScientificTM Q Exactive™ HF-X or Thermo 
ScientificTM Orbitrap Fusion™ Lumos™ Tribrid™ mass spectrometer in data-dependent acquisition (DDA) 
mode with a 1-hr gradient. Detailed gradient information appears below in Table 1. DDA data were 
analyzed using Thermo Scientific™ Proteome Discoverer™ 2.2 software with 1% peptide and protein FDR.

DIA analysis with capillary flow LC (capLC)

Three samples (QC, Sample A and Sample B) were prepared with commercial HeLa (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific), Yeast (Promega) and E.coli (Waters) digests. To generate the QC sample, the HeLa digest was 
dissolved in solvent to 1µg/µl. Sample A was composed of 65% w/w HeLa, 30% w/w Yeast, and 5% w/w 
E.coli digests. Sample B was composed of 65% w/w HeLa, 15% w/w Yeast, and 20% w/w E.coli digests. 
2µg each of QC, sample A and sample B were loaded onto capillary column (ES806), separated in 1-hr 
gradient as DDA and analyzed in data-independent acquisition (DIA) mode with a Thermo ScientificTM Q 
Exactive HF mass spectrometer.  DIA data were analyzed with Spectronaut software (Biognosys) with 1% 
peptide and protein FDR. Protein and peptides were quantified with high resolution MS1 and identified with 
high resolution MS2.

DIA analysis with nanoLC

2µg each of QC, sample A and sample B were loaded onto nanoLC column (ES803), separated in 2-hr 
gradient and analysis DIA mode with the Q Exactive HF MS . Data were analyzed in the same manner as 
described above for DIA with capillary LC column.

CONCLUSIONS
• A novel HRMS1-DIA method was developed and optimized for high resolution MS1 (Resolution @ 

120k) based quantification, using high resolution MS/MS for identification only. Additional to 1 % 
FDR, a novel rollup strategy is applied to improve the quantitation precision from ~0.8 (Top 3) to 
>0.9 (minimal 8 ratios).  

• With the novel 1hr capillary LC HRMS1–DIA workflow, > 8,000 proteins are identified with 1% 
FDR, >6,000 proteins are quantified with a quantitation precision better than 0.9, and median CVs 
is less than 10%.

• With the novel 2hr nano LC HRMS1–DIA workflow, ~10,000 proteins are identified with 1% FDR, 
>7,300 proteins are quantified with a median CVs ~10%. 
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A streamlined workflow for high-throughput, precise, and comprehensive large-scale quantitative proteomics analysis

Figure 1. Study design for CapLC (A) and nanoLC (B) DIA quantification. A. 2µg sample
separated with ES806 in 1-hr gradient at 1.2µl/min and analyzed in HR-DIA mode with Q
Exactive HF MS. B 2µg sample separated with ES803 in 2-hr gradient at 0.3µl/min and
analyzed in HR-DIA mode with Q Exactive HF MS . All DIA data were analyzed with
Spectronaut software.

High-Throughput Label-free Quantitation with 1hr CapLC-HRMS1-DIA

Time Flow 
[nl/min]

Mixture
[%B]

00:00 1200 3

04:00 1200 8

54:00 1200 32

58:00 1200 100

60:00 1200 100

Table 1: CapLC 1-hr gradient

Spectral Library Generation

Table 2. Number of modified peptides, peptides and proteins contained in human, yeast and E.coli
spectral library for DIA analysis

HRMS1-DIA Method

Table 3. Peptides, proteins identifications and median CV are summarized with both DIA methods.
HRMS1-DIA outperforms conventional DIA >20% in terms of Protein ID, as well as providing better
quantitation precision.

Figure 3. Protein groups, modified peptides and precursors ID with 1% FDR analyzed with
1hr capLC-HRMS1-DIA from QC (A), sample (B) and sample (C) were retrieved from
Spectronaut software. Median CVs of precursors of QC (D), sample A (E) and sample B (F)
were plotted.

Figure 4. Rollup strategy – improving the precision of the HRMS1-DIA workflow > 90%. With
minimal 8 ratios, the precision is improved from ~0.83 to ~0.93, and > 7000 protein groups per
hour are quantified with 1% FDR and minimal 8 ratios.

In-Depth Label-Free Quantitation with nanoLC-HRMS1-DIA 

Figure 6. Performance evaluation of nanoLC for deep proteome DIA analysis. Protein groups,
modified peptides and precursors ID analyzed with 2hr nanoLC-HRMS1-DIA from QC (A) and
Sample A (B), Sample B (C) were retrieved from Spectronaut software. Median CVs of
precursors of QC (D), sample A (E) and sample B (F) were plotted.

Figure 5. Resolution Impact on the 
Quantitation Precision:  Quantitative 
performance comparison full MS 
resolution of 30K vs. 120K in HRMS1-
DIA. With 120k resolution, precision of 
quantitation is improved to > 0.9.

Figure 2. Optimization HR-
DIA method. Conventional
DIA is comprised of one full
MS and 20 fragment scans in
a cycle. HRMS1-DIA Method
contains three full scans and
54 fragment scans in one
cycle.

DIA method Peak pint MS1 Peak pint MS2 Peptides Proteins Median CV

Conventional
DIA 6 6 36596 4523 9.6%

HRMS1-DIA 10 3 44084 5301 7.6%
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Figure 7. Performance evaluation of nanoLC for deep proteome DIA analysis. A. Label-free
Quantitation Ratio Distribution: Log-transformed ratios (log2(A/B)) of proteins plotted over
the log-transformed intensity of sample Colored dashed lines represent the expected
log2(A/B) values for human (blue), yeast (green) and E. coli (red) proteins. B. Sensitivity and
specificity curve for quantified proteins.
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